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Abstract.
Near-sourcestrong motions are inverted 19 and 21 September,1985 (Mw= 8.0, 7.6) Michoacan
to estimate the rupture history of intraslab, normal- earthquakes[Coccoet al., 1997]and the earthquakeof
faulting September 30, 1999, Oaxaca, Mexico earth- 11 January, 1997 (Mw=7.3) occurredjust below the

et al., 1999,2000].
quake. Two focal mechanisms(Harvard and NEIC 1985rupture area [3/Iit•'umo
CMT solutions)are tested for the sourcegeometry. The two large earthquakeswhich occurred in MexThe inversionwith the NE dipping fault plane of the ico during 1999 wereboth normal-faultingevents:the
Harvardsolutionbest matchesthe data (strike= 2950, 15 June 1999 (Mw=7.0) Tehuac•nearthquakeand 30
dip= 50ø, rake= -82 ø). We estimatedthe slip distri- September1999 (Mw=7.5), Oaxacaearthquake. Albution on the fault and the associatedrupture front thoughboth wereintraplateevents,thereis a significant
propagation, as well as the rise time. The inversion differencein their location. The Tehuac•nearthquake
resultsshowthat the rupture mainly propagatedfrom waslocatedabout200 km from the coast[$inghet al.,
ESE to WNW and slightly downdip, with an average 1999].The Oaxacaearthquake,
on the otherhand,ocrupture velocityof about 3 km/s. The rise time ranges curredbelowthe coast[$inghet al., 2000], near the
between I and 2 s. The slip distribution on the fault
is mainly concentrated in two interconnected patches
with a maximum slip of 2.5 m located about 20 km and
40 km WNW of the hypocenter. Most of the slip is
releasedat an averagedepth of 45 km. A smaller area
with a maximum slip of 1.5 m is also observedcloseto
the hypocenter. The total co-seismic moment released

downdip edge of the aftershockarea of the 29 Novem-

ber, 1978 (Mw=7.7) thrust earthquake[Singhet al.,
1980].
Detailed studiesof the sourceprocessof intraplate
earthquakes are important to understand the state of
stressin the Cocos plate, the dynamics of its subduction, the stressinteraction betweeninterplate thrust-

is equalto 1.8 x 1020Nm.

and intraplate normal-faultingearthquakes,and the
seismichazard in the region. The 1999 Oaxaca earthquake is the first large intraslab event in the subducted

Introduction

Cocosplate to be azimuthallywell-recorded
by eight
near-sourcestrong-motionstations. In this paper we

Until recently it was thought that large, normal- perform inversion of these near-source records to confaulting earthquakesin the subducted Cocosplate, be- strain the rupture history of the earthquake.
low Mexico,occurreddowndipfrom the strongly-coupled
part of the plate interface, at distancesgreater than Data
about 150 km from the coast. An exception seemedto
Figure I showsthe eight strong-motionstationswhich
be the 15 January,1931 (M=7.8) Oaxacaearthquake,
were located within an epicentral distance of 150 km.
which was located only about 65 km from the coast

The accelerographs
are 18-bit Etna (samplingrate 200
Hz, range 2g). All stationswere equippedwith GPS
gest that intraslab earthquakes, which occur below or
receiversand recordedthree componentsof the ground
[Singhet al., 1985]. Recentearthquakes,however,sug-

near the downdip edge of coupledplate interface, may
acceleration. The azimuthal coverageof the stations is
be morefrequentthan previouslythought. For example,
reasonablygood. The accelerogramswere first doubly
the earthquakeof 10 December,1994(Mw=6.6) waslo- integrated to obtain the particle displacements. The
cated belowthe downdipedgeof the rupture area of the
traces were then filtered between 0.05 and 0.4 Hz, the
frequency band used in our inversions. At lower fre• IPSN, Fontenay-aux-Roses,France
quenciesthe data are not reliable. At higher frequen2Instituto de Geoflsica,UNAM, M6xico
cies the structure is probably too complex to be ade3LGIT, Universit6JosephFourier,Grenoble,France
quately
representedby a horizontally-layeredhalf space,
4Instituto de Ingenier/a,UNAM, M•xico
the model we use to generatesyntheticseismograms.
Copyright
2001bytheAmerican
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We assumethe faulting to be confinedto a single
plane. Here we present the results based on the fo363
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Figure 1. Locationmap.showing
the horizontalprojectionof the fault plane(dividedinto 72 squaresubfaults)
and the eight strong-motiOn
stations(triangles)usedin this study. This modelcorresponds
to the geometryof
the HarvardCMT solution(strike= 295ø, dip- 50ø). Star showsthe hypocenterlocationof the mainshock.The
epicenterlocation, focal mechanismand depth of the early larger aftershockare also displayed on the map. A
small map of Mexico with the location of the earthquake is shown in the top right corner, a cross-sectionof the
subduction zone in the direction perpendicular to the azimuth of the fault is shown in the top left corner.

cal mechanismgiven in the Harvard CMT solution. Of the width and 22.5 km WNW to the SSE tip of the
the two nodal planes,we choosethe one which dips fault. We use a nonlinear least-squareinversionscheme
NE (strike=295ø, dip= 50ø, rake= -82 ø) asthe fault basedon the work of Tarantolaand Valette[1982]and
plane. Inversionswith the sameparameterizationbut discussed
in detail by Cottonand Campillo[1995]and
with the NEIC CMT solution(strike= 315ø, dip- 55ø, Hernandezet al. [1999]. We minimizethe difference
rake= -81 ø) lead to similar resultsbut with a worse betweenobserved
and syntheticspectra(realandimagfit. The resultsobtainedby choosingthe secondnodal inary parts) for all the discretefrequencies
between0.05
plane of Harvard CMT solutionas the fault plane also and 0.4 Hz and for the three componentsof the eight
lead to .a worsefit. The selectionof NE-dipping nodal stations. The fault is divided into 7.5 km x 7.5 km
plane as the fault plane is also supported by five of the subfaults(Figure 1). Eachsubfaultis composed
of 64
largeraftershocks
[$inghet al., 2000]whichwerelocated source points whose rupture is delayed in time by asshallower

and closer to the coast than

the mainshock

suminga constant
2.7 km/s rupture'velocity
insidethe

hypocenter(Figure 1). The fault modeladoptedis a subfault. The velocity model used is shown in Table 1.
rectanglewith 90 km along the strike and 45 km along
the dip. A visual inspectionof local and regional data Inversion
Results
showsthat the rupture propagated toward the WNW
[$ingh et al., 2000]. For this reason,the fault length
We start with an homogeneousinitial model. A contoward WNW of the hypocenteris taken to be greater stant 2 s rise time and a 1.3 m slip in the rake direction
than toward ESE. The hypocenterlocation(16.00øN, is assignedto each subfault. The initial rupture time

-97.02øE, H=39.7 km), obtainedfrom local and re- of eachsubfaultis computedwith a 2.7 km/s rupture
gional data, is situated in the middle of the fault along velocity. The fit between the data and the syntheticsis
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Table 1. Velocity model used for the Green's function
calculation

H, m

Vp,m.s-t

V$,m.s-•

p,kg.m-3

4500.
5300.
6200.
6850.
8150.

2600.
3060.
3580.
3950.
4710.

2700.
2700.
2700.
2900.
3200.

O.
1000.
5000.
15000
30000.

Qp

Q$

300.
300.
300.
300.
300.

100.
100.
100.
100.
100.

improvediteratively perturbating the valuesof the rupture time, the rise time, and the slip amplitude which
definethe shapeand the timing of the sourcefunction of
each subfault. The perturbation of one parameter of the
model from one iteration to the next dependsnot only
on its initial

value but

also on its relative

covariance.

We assumedthe same variance for the slip amplitude

Figure 3. Strong-motionseismograms
(solidlines)
and syntheticseismograms
(dotted lines). Synthetics
and observations are plotted on the same scale. The

and the risetime of all the subfauts(variance=100.0). syntheticscorrespondto the solutionshownin Figure 2.
For the rupture time associatedto each subfault we as-

sumeda larger a priori variance(169.0). This means from its initial value. A small componentperpendicular
that the rupture velocity is allowedto vary significantly to the rake angleis allowedfor the slip (variance=l.0)
starting from an initial value of 0. m. We also need to
define a covariance for the data which reflects their rela-

Rise time, s
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tive reliability. We gavethe sameweightto all the data
(variance=l.0). This is reasonablebecausethe stations
are well distributed in space and the data are reliable
in the frequencyrange considered.The data at all stations also appear to be free from significantsite effects.
The damping factor of the iterative inversionschemeis
taken equal to 0.05.
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The resultsof our inversion(Figure2) showthat the

Slip amplitude, rn
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is observed closeto the hypocenter. The synthetic seismogramscalculated with the sourcemodel, describedin
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Figure 2, kre comparedwith the data in Figure 3. The
match between.syntheticsand observationis about as
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moment released as a function of time, corresponding
•::::•:a::::
7.5
to the kinematic model presentedin Figure 2, is shown
:*:""i
5.0
• 2.5 in Figure 4. We note that the total moment is about
............

0.0

Distancealong strike,km

Figure 2. Maps of rise time, slip, and rupture time
obtained by interpolation of the results of nonlinear in-

versionobtained for the fault geometrycorresponding

1.8 x 10•'øNm, in agreement
with the otherestimates.

Conclusion

The September 30, 1999 Oaxaca earthquake was a
relative motion of the hanging wall. The star indicates normal-faulting event which occurred at a depth of
the location of the hypocenter location of the initial about 45 km in the subducted Cocos plate. Our source
model.
image, based on the low-frequencycontent of strongto the Harvard

CMT

solution.

The arrows indicate

the
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